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10 Claims. (Cl. 74-169) 
The present invention generally relates to dis 

pensing devices and, more particularly, to hand 
operated pressure guns especially intended to dis 
penSe callking or similar material, this applica 
tion being a division of my copending application 
Serial Number 429,363, filed February 3, 1942. 
The invention especially contemplates the pro 

vision of a pressure gun of the type specified hav 
ing a simplified yet rugged operating mechanism 

; including a slidable pressure creating member 
and manually actuated control means aSSociated 
therewith and operable to impart a positive 
thrust to said member for progressively advanc 
ing the same, thus creating pressure within the 
gun for the extrusion of the calking material; 
to rigidly hold the pressure creating member in 
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advance position, thereby maintaining the pres 
sure created within the gun by the progressive 
advancing movement of said member; and to re 
lease the pressure creating member for relieving 
the pressure within the gun and permitting man 
ual sliding of said member to retract it in active 
position. 
Another meritorious feature of the invention 

resides in the provision of a calking gun or like 
dispensing device wherein the operating mecha 
nism consists of relatively few parts which may 
be easily assembled and replaced thus effecting a 
Substantial saving in material and in the cost of 
production and maintenance. W 
Other important objects and advantages of the 

invention will be in part obvious and in part 
pointed out hereinafter. - 
In order that the invention and its mode of op 

eration may be more readily understood by those 
skilled in the art, I have, in the accompanying: 
drawing and in the detailed description based 
thereupon set out a possible embodiment of the 
invention. ?? 

In this drawing: 
Figure 1 is a side elevation partly in Section 

and partly broken away of a modified form of 
the invention; 
Figure 2 is a fragmentary cross sectional view 

taken on line 2-2 of Figure 1: 
Figure 3 is a fragmentary view showing another 

position of parts of the operating mechanism ill 
lustrated in Figure 1. 

Referring more particularly to the drawing 
wherein like characters of reference will desig 
nate corresponding parts throughout, the calking 
gun shown by way of example may be stated to 
comprise a skeleton frame designated in its en 
tirety for clarity and convenience herein by the 
reference character 20. This frame 20 is adapt 
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ed to engage and retain in position a cartridge A 
containing the material to be discharged. As 
shown in the drawing, the cartridge A is prefer 
ably of cylindrical configuration and has at one 
end an annular open portion B, and slidably car 
ries at its other end a movable circular cover C 
which may serve as a piston to force the contents 
of the cartridge out through said opening B in 
the manner to be described more fully herein 
after. 
The skeleton frame 20 includes a body portion 

which may be termed the head or stock, and 
which may be, and preferably is, constructed of 
sheet metal stamped and bent into a shape to 
provide diametrically opposed walls 2 defining a 
housing 23 from which depends a pistol grip or 
handle 24. Upon the inner end portion of the 
housing 23 is mounted a disc. 25 provided with a 
flange 26 constituting a rigid and fixed Seat for 
that one end of the cylindrical cartridge A carry 
ing the movable cover C. The flanged disc 25 
may be advantageously secured to said housing 
23 by means of lugs 27 formed with the end por 
tion of said housing to extend therefrom for pas 
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sage through openings formed in said disc and 
riveted or upset over the inner surface of the 
latter as indicated at 28. 

Located immediately below the flanged disc 
25 and fixedly secured to the lower inner end por 
tion of the housing 23 by means of fastening ele 
ments, such as rivets 29 or the like, is a rigid bar 
30 projecting for a distance beyond said portion 
of the housing. At the free extremity of the bar 
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30 is mounted a combined nozzle and flange seat 
3i adapted to receive the open portion B of the 
cartridge A. The seat 3i, has a depending lug or 
hinge member 32 whereby said seat may be pivot 
ally connected to said free end of the bar 30 by 
means of a suitable pin or rivet 33. This seat is 
centrally apertured for the passage of the ex 
truded material, and carries, a nozzle 35 which 
preferably is removable, whereby different noz 
zies of various sizes and shapes may be inter 
changed. s - 

For the purpose of maintaining the pivotal seat 
3 in operative position against the open portion 
B of the cartridge A, there is provided a lock bar 
36 disposed in paralleling diametrically opposed 
relation to the fixed bar 3, and having one end 
pivotally connected, as indicated at 37, to the 
upper inner end portion of the housing 23. The 
free end of the lock bar 36 is preferably shaped 
into a hook 38 adapted to snap over the outer face 
of the seat 3 which, for that purpose, is formed 
with a slight depression 39 disposed to cooperate 

  



2. 
with said hook for assuring the locking function 
of the lock bar 36. The lock bar 36 may advan 
tageously be guided into its locking position by 
means of ears 40 preferably formed with the seat 
or disc 3. 
Mounted to slide through the housing 23 and 

through the seat disc 25 is a notched or toothed 
piston rod 2 carrying a head or plate 43 which 
engages the flanged cover B. Within the cartridge 
A, such associated parts constituting a piston. 
The rod 42 passes through an opening 44 in the 
Seat disc 25 and is notched to provide teeth 45 
Which may be angular, and these teeth are en 
gaged by an actuating pawl 46 pivotally mounted 
at 47 at the end of a trigger 48 which is piv 
Otally mounted, as at 49, iin the head of the struc 
ture. The pawl 46 may have a single tooth or a 
plurality of teeth, as indicated. A detent pawl 50 
is associated with these parts, being pivoted in 
the head, as at 5, and as the actuating pawl 46 
moves the rod 42, the detent will ride over the 
teeth of the same, then hold the rod against re 
tractive movement as the actuating pawl returns 
for fresh engagement With the toothed rod. This 
action is continued until the contents of the car 
tridge A. are discharged. The pawl 45 and 50 
may be maintained in operative position by the 
engagement of a suitable spring 52 hooked over 
the pivot pin 49 of the trigger 48. 

In a Structure of this type, the operating parts 
are Subject to Wear, and the spring 52 is subject 
to stress and may, in time, require replacement. 
To facilitate repairs or renewals of parts or re 
placement of a worn out or broken spring, re 
nOVable Screw bolts may be employed as the 
pivots 49 and 5?, such bolts being held in place 
by nuts 53. In addition, I may provide one or 
both Walls of the head of the structure with aper 
tures 54, such apertures being so disposed as to 
permit access to the spring 52, for instance, in 
Case renewal is necessary. 
Mechanism of this type requires suitable means 

for holding the pawls out of engagement with the 
toothed piston rod so that the latter may be re 
turned to permit insertion of a fresh container 
of calking material or the like, and in the present 
instance, these means may be as follows: 
The trigger is provided with a forwardly pro 

jecting spur 55 which may be integral with the 
wall of the same, and pivotally mounted in the 
head is a dog 56 held by a spring 57 and anchored 
at 58 in such position that when the trigger re 
turns to normal operative position, as in Figure 1, 
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after an actuating movement, the end of the spur - 
will underlie and engage this dog, the two pawls 
46 and 50 then lying with their operative ends in 
engagement with the teeth of the rod 42. When 
it is desired to retract the toothed rod, after the 
contents of the container have been discharged, 
the operator pushes the dog 56 forward to the pop 
Sition indicated in Figure 3, so as to permit the 
spur 55 of the trigger to pass over the same and 
lie in the position shown, holding such dog out of 
its normal tendency to return to the position 
shown in Figure 1 under the action of the spring 

. 5. When in the position shown in Figure 3, the 
detent 56 as well as the actuating pawl 46 will be 
held away from the teeth of the rod and the lat 
ter may be retracted carrying the head or plate 
43 with it and, when freed from the empty car 
tridge A and while still in such retracted position, 
a fresh cartridge may be applied. 

. . . Upon pulling back the trigger after a fresh con 
tainer has been positioned in the gun, the spur 55 
of the trigger is carried away from the dog 56 and 
the spring 57 of the latter retracts it into such 
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position as to lie in the path of, and over, the 
Spur 55 in the further operation of actuating the 
toothed rod, as indicated in Figure 1. 
Upon reference to Figure 1, it will be noted that 

the under side of the rear end of the detent pawl 
rests upon a portion of the wall of the trigger, 
indicated at 59, and that such end has a rounded 
Surface portion disposed toward its pivotal con 
nection. It Will also be noted that the rear end 
Of the Operating pawl 46 rides upon the top of 
a cross member 60. When the pivoted dog 56 
is placed in the position indicated in Figure 3, 
the trigger is carried forward under the action of 
a, Spring 6 l interpOSed between the same and the 
pistol grip or handle 24, and this causes the up 
per end of the trigger to retract, and the rear end 
of the operating pawl will ride up over the end of 
the cross member 60. At the same time, the wall 
59 of the trigger engages the rear end of the de 
tent pawl and moves the forward end of the lat 
ter Out of engagement with the teeth, as clearly 
illustrated in Figure 3. In the normal operative 
position of the parts indicated in Figure 1, the 
rear end of the detent pawl may rest on the cross 
member 58 to which the Spring 57 is anchored. 
The head is preferably provided with ledges 62 

and 63 which may be carried by plate sections & 
Secured to the side walls 2 f of the housing by 
Welding or otherwise, and these ledges form a 
Support for the toothed rod 42 to insure horizon 
tal movement of the same in the operation of the 
discharging the contents of the cartridge. In 
lieu of this arrangement, these ledges might be 
pressed up from the side walls 2 of the housing. 
The dog 56 has side wings 65 which underlie 

and engage the under edges of the side walls 2 
and limit its retractive movement under the in 
fluence of the Spring 57, as illustrated in Fig 
ure 1. 
In Order to relieve back pressure upon the con 

tained material, the dog 56 may be flipped to the 
position shown in Figure 3, thereby permitting 
the trigger to move forward, releasing the dogs 
and giving full relief to the back pressure exerted 
by the material being extruded. 
From the foregoing description, it will be ap 

parent that simple and efficient means are pro 
Vided for accomplishing the objects of the inven 
tion, and while the elements shown and described 
are Well adapted to serve the purposes for which 
they are intended, it is to be understood that the 
invention is not limited to the precise construc 
tion set forth, but includes within its scope such 
changes and modifications as may be made with 
in the terms of the appended claims. 
What I claim is: 
1. In combination with a frame structure hav 

ing a grip portion and a toothed rod Supported 
by said frame, manually operable means carried 
by the handle portion for effecting movement of 
said rod, said means including an operating pawl 
and a detent pawl in engagement with the rod for 
ühe actuation thereof; a lever pivotally mounted 
in the handle portion, said lever having a grip 
portion complementary to said first named grip 
portion and carrying the operating pawl, Said 
lever being provided with means engageable with 
the detent pawl; and a dog associated with said 
lever for releasing same to effect diSengagement 
and permitting the spread of said grips Cf Said 
paWIS With the rod. 

2. In Combination with a frame structure hav 
ing a handle portion and a toothed rod longitu 
dinally movable in, and supported by, said frame, 
manually operable means carried by the handle 



portion for effecting movement of said rod, said 
means including a detent pawl for the rod; a lever 
pivotally mounted in the handle portion; a spur 
carried by said lever; and a dog associated with 
said spur to selectively control the extent of 
movement of the lever, said lever having a wall 
portion disposed to engage the detent pawl and 
release it from the toothedrod when said dog is 
shifted to permit rocking of said lever. 

3. In combination with a frame structure hav 
ing a grip portion, a toothed rod longitudinally 
movable in said frame; manually operable means 
carried by the handle portion and including an 
operating pawl for effecting movement of said 
rod; a pivotal lever for actuating said operating 
pawl and having a grip portion; a detent pawl 
for the rod; a pivoted dog normally limiting the 
extent of movement of the grip of said lever away 
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normal movement; a toothed rod connected to 
said piston; an actuating pawl normally posi 
tioned for engaging said rod; a detent pawl nor 
mally positioned for engaging Said rod; means 
associated with said actuating pawl, detent pawl, 
and trigger whereby normal movement of the 
trigger slides said piston for subjecting the plas 
tic to pressure continuously during maximum 
movement of the trigger in One direction, and ab 
normal movement of the trigger disassociates 

... Said piston from said detent paWI and actuating 
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from Said first named grip; and operating parts 
mounted in the handle portion of the frame for 20 
moving the pawls by said lever away from the 
toothed rod upon movement of the dog from its 
lever-limiting position. 

4. In a plastic calking gun having a handle in 
cluding a grip, a piston operating mechanism for 
said piston comprising: a trigger pivoted to said 
handle and having a grip with a normal move 
ment and an abnormal movement away from said 
handle grip; means connecting the trigger to said 
piston whereby the normal movement of the trig 
ger slides the piston for subjecting the plastic to 
pressure, and the abnormal movement of the trig 
ger grip away from the handle grip disassociates 
said pisten from said means; and means for nor 
mally limiting the movements of said trigger grip 
away from said handle grip, said last named 
means being operable to permit an abnormal 
movement of the trigger grip away from the han 
dle grip. 

5. In a plastic calking gun having a handle and 
a piston, operating mechanism for said piston 
comprising: a trigger pivoted to said handle and 
adapted to have a normal movement and an ab 
normal movement; means connecting the trigger 
to said piston continuously during the maximum 
movement of the trigger in the direction subject 
ing the plastic to pressure, and the abnormal 
movement of the trigger disassociates said pis 
ton from said means; and a movably mounted 
dog. operatively associated with said trigger 
whereby the normal and abnormal movements 
of the trigger are selectively controlled. 

6. In a plastic calking gun, having a handle and 
a piston, operating mechanism for said piston 
comprising: a trigger pivoted to said handle and 
having a plastic expelling movement and a nor 
mal retractile movement, and an abnormal re 
tractile movement; a toothed rod connected to 
said piston; an actuating pawl operatively as 
sociated with said rod; a detent pawl operatively 
associated with said rod; means associated with 
said actuating pawl, detent pawl, and trigger 
whereby normal movement of the trigger slides 
said piston for subjecting the plastic to pressure, 
and abnormal retractile movement of the trigger 
disassociates said piston from said detent pawl 
and actuating pawl; and means for selectively 
controlling the normal and abnormal retractile 
movements of said trigger. 

7. In a plastic calking gun having a handle and 
a piston, operating mechanism for said piston 
comprising: a trigger pivoted to said handle and 
adapted to have a normal movement and an ab 
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pawl; and a movably mounted dog operatively 
associated with said trigger whereby the normal 
and abnormal movements ofthe trigger i are se 
lectively controlled. 

8. In a plastic calking gun having a handle 
and a piston, operating mechanism for Said pis 
ton comprising: a trigger pivoted to said handle 
and adapted to have a normal movement of a 
predetermined extent and an abnormal move 
ment of an extent greater than the extent of the 
normal movement; and means operatively aSSO 
ciated with said piston and operatively associ 
ated with a portion of said handle and a portion 
of said trigger whereby the normal movement of 
the trigger slides the piston for Subjecting the 
plastic to pressure continuously during maximum 
movement of the trigger in Gne direction, and the 
abnormal movement of the trigger disassociates 
said piston from said means. 

9. In a plastic calking gun having a handle and 
a piston, operating mechanism for said piston 
comprising: a trigger pivoted to said handle and 
adapted to have a normal movement of a prede 
termined extent and an abnormal movement of 
an extent greater than the extent of the normal 
movement; a toothed rod connected to said pis 
ton; a detent pawl complementary to Said rod; 
an actuating pawl complementary to said rod and 
said trigger; and an element stationarily Sup 
ported by said handle and adapted to disassoci 
ate said actuating pawl from said rod, said trig 
ger adapted, when abnormally moved, to oper 
atively move said actuating pawl into engage 
ment with said element, and said trigger having 
a part stationary with respect to said trigger and 
engaging said detent pawl to disassociate the de 
tent pawl from said rod. 

10. In a plastic calking gun having a handle 
and a piston, operating mechanism for, said pis 
ton comprising: a trigger pivoted to said handle 
and adapted to have a normal piston operating 
movement and an abnormal movement opposite 
thereto; a toothed rod connected to said piston; 
a detent pawl operatively associated with said 
rod; an actuating pawl operatively associated 
with said rod and to said trigger; an element sta 
tionarily supported by said handle and adapted 
to disassociate said actuating pawl from said rod 
during said abnormal movement, said trigger 
having a portion engageable with said detent 
pawl for disengaging the same from the rod; and 
a dog pivotally, supported by said handle for 
movement into and out of operative engagement 
with said trigger for selectively controlling the 
normal and abnormal movements thereof, said 
trigger adapted in its normal movement to actu 
ate said actuating pawl for the movement of said 
rod, and in its abnormal movement to disengage 
the detent pawl from the rod and engage said 
element with said actuating pawl to disengage the 
same from said rod. 

FREDERICK. C. GOOD. 

  


